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§ 1. Introduction
In recent decades the study of automated theorem proving has become to be
accelerated with the progress of the computers. Therefore many proving
methods have been implemented, for example [1], [4], [6] or theoretically investigated, for example [2], [5]. Among them most provers take their base
from Robinson's resolution method. By the well known fact that the first order
logic is undecidable, the most effort goes to the improvement of the efficiency
of the successful test of a theorem, but not to widen the decidability of prover.
In this paper we study a new unsatisfiability-satisfiability prover and its basic
properties. Our main results, besides the presentation of our prover, is to show
that our procedure always terminates if a given set of clauses is satisfiable in
some finite domain. The unsatisfiability checking of our procedure is as strong
as the existing complete proof procedures, so we examine the strength of the
satisfiability checking part of our procedure in § 5 and § 6.
In § 2 we define several basic concepts and show a number of propositions
related to them. In §3 we give an unsatisfiability-satisfiability prover, and
show its soundness that is for any unsatisfiable set of clauses the procedure
says that it is unsatisfiable, and if the procedure says that a set of clause is
satisfiable, then it is in fact satisfiable. In § 4 we show a number of basic
properties of the procedure. In § 5, we show that for a given set of clauses
assumed to be satisfiable in a simple theory of Herbrand universe, the procedure
terminates saying it is satisfiable. In § 6 we show that for a given set of
clauses assumed to be satisfiable in some finite domain, the procedure terminates
saying it is satisfiable. In § 7 we discuss the results in this paper.
§ 2.

Preliminaries

In this section we define some basic concepts and we show several propositions related to these. It is well known that any first order formula can be
transformed to a universal formula (or a clausal form) using Skolem's functions
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not changing unsatisfiability. Hence to test a formula, we first negate it, then
transform it to a clausal form, and test its unsatisfiability. For details of them
refer to [3], In the sequel we assume that the given formula is in the universal
form and use the term of set of clauses for formula.
Definition 2.1. For a set S of clauses, LP(S), LC(S) and LF(S) denote the
set of all predicate symbols, all constant symbols and all function symbols of S
respectively.
It is noted that LP(S), LC(S), LF(S) are finite, and we assume these are
non-empty. We use variable symbols x, y, 2, •••, xlf • • - , etc., and predicate
symbols P, Q, • • - , etc. We do not use meta-variables. Hence simple variables
may be considered as meta-variables. Also we may use the term of predicate
for the term of predicate symbol, etc.
We review some terminologies. For a given set S of clauses, terms that
are constructed from symbols of LC(S} and LF(S), and height (0 for a term t
are defined by recursion as the following:
Definition 2.2. Any constant c^Lc(S) and any variable are terms, and
each height of them is 1. For an n-ary function symbol /eZ/F(S) and terms
ti, - • - , t n , f ( t i , • • • , t n } is a term where f ( t i , • • • , t n ) is understood to be a sequence
of symbols as they stand, and height(/(^, • • • , tn}) is max (height (O, •" ,
height (f B ))+l.
Definition 2.3. For an n-ary predicate symbol PeZ/P(S) and terms tlf • • • , tn,
P(ti, •••, tn} is a prime formula or an atom simply. The height of P(ti, • • • , tn]
is max (height (O, •" , height (£„)), and if n=0, i.e. P is a prepositional variable,
then height (P) is 0.
Definition
if L is either
height(^4) for
~L is —iA if

2.4. —< is the negation symbol. L is called a literal if and only
an atom or L is a negation of an atom. The height (—>A} is
an atom A. For a literal L, ~L denotes the negation of it, i.e.
L is A, and ~L is A if L is —*A where A is an atom.

Definition 2.5. A clause C is a finite set of literals. A set 5 of clauses
means usually a finite set of clauses. The height of a clause and that of a set
of clauses are the maximum height of those elements.
It is noted that a clause intuitively means the disjunction of literals, free
variables are considered to be universally quantified for each clause, and a set
of clauses means the conjunction of clauses. The satisfiability and the unsatisfiability are naturally defined. If a clause C contains both L and ~L, then C
is said to be a tautology. A clause {Llf • • • , L n } is also denoted by Z^V ••• VL n t
and also {~Li, ••• ,~L n , L/, • • - , Lm'} is denoted by L X A ••• A L n ^ L / V ••• V£ m '.
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For clauses d and C2, CiVC 2 denotes d\jC2.
A substitution 6 is as usual a simultaneous substitution of terms for variables. For example {c/x, f(c, c)/y] is a substitution where c and f(c, c) are
substituted for x, y respectively. Let C be a clause, then C° denotes the clause
obtained from C substituted by 6. A ground clause is a clause which has no
occurrence of variables, and a ground instance is a substituted result which is
a ground clause.
Definition 2.6. A contradictory instance of a set S of clauses is a unsatisfiable set of ground instances of clauses of 5.
For example the contradictory instance of {{P(f(c, c))}, {~^P(x)}} is
{{P(f(c, c))}, {-iP(f(c, c)}}}. The well known Herbrand's theorem is that if a
set S of clauses is unsatisfiable, then there exists at least one contradictory instance of S.
Definition 2.7. The rank of a contradictory instance is the maximum
height of atoms occurring in the instance, and the rank of S is the minimum
rank of all contradictory instances of S and is denoted by rank(S).
It is noted that rank(S)=0 if and only if S includes an unsatisfiable subset
of propositional clauses. For example rank({{P(/(c, c))}, {—<P(x)}})=2, and
rank({{P}, {-^P}, {Q(f(c, c))}, {-•<?(*)}})=<).
Definition 2.8. For a set S of clauses, if S9 is unsatisfiable where 6 is
(cx/x\x occurs in S} and cx is a new distinct constant for x, S is said to be a
nominal contradiction.
For example { { P ( x ) \ , {—*P(x}}} is a nominal contradiction, but not
{{P(x)}> {—iP(y)}}. It is noted that a contradictory instance is a nominal contradiction.
Definition 2.9. For a substitution 6, 0 is flat if and only if any term to be
substituted in 6 is a constant or a variable.
For example {c/x, u/y, v/z] is a flat substitution.
Definition 2.10. For clauses C and C', 0(C', C) denotes the clause C' —C.
For example $({P, Q, -i/?}, {P, R}) is {<?, -i/?}.
Definition 2.11. A clause C is subsumed by d, • • • , Cn if and only if there
exist some substitutions O lf • • • , O n and {^(C/1, C), • • • , $(Cn0n, C)} is a nominal
contradiction. If all 0 lf • • • , 6 n are flat, then a clause C is flatly subsumed by
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Ci, • • • , Cnj and if n=l, then a clause C is simply subsumed by Ci. Also for
Jsets S, S' of clauses, if any clause C in S is a tautology or subsumed by some
clauses d, ••• , Cn in S', then S is subsumed by S'. The flat subsumption and
the simple subsumption between S and S' are defined similarly, and S<S' or
S'>S denotes that S' is simply subsumed by S.
It is noted that in the definition 2.11, there may be same clauses in
Ci, ••• , Cn> so that the definition is somewhat ambiguous but the rigorous definition leads to a cumbersome notations and reduces the readability, and therefore
we use this definition. If C is subsumed by Ci, ••• , Cn then C is a logical consequence of Ci, • • - , Cn. We restricts the number of use of variants of C'
within the number of occurrences C' in Cl9 ••• , Cn. Therefore the check of
whether C is subsumed by d, • • - , Cn or not, is effectively computable. For
example - ^ P ( y ) V P ( f ( f ( y ,
y\ f ( y , ?))) is not subsumed by -^P(x)VP(f(x,
*))
but subsumed by —\P(x)\/P(f(x, *)) and -\P(x)\/P(f(x9 *)) using the substitutions 01={y/x\ and 02={f(y, y ) / x } where the nominal contradiction is

v, 30)}, {P(f(y,y»}}.
Proposition 2.12. // a set S of clauses is simply subsumed by a set S' of
clauses and S is unsatisfiable, then rank(S')^rank(S).
Proof. For a contradictory instance X of S, there is a set of ground instances X' of S' which simply subsumes X. Hence X' is contradictory. By
the definition of the simple subsumption, we can assume that any atom of X'
occurs in X. Hence, obviously rank (X')^> rank (X).
Dsfinition 2.13. For a clause C, a substitution e is said to be a decomposition of C if and only if all the variables of C are substituted and the term to
be substituted for each variable x is either a constant c^Lc(S) or a term
/(MI, ••• , M re ), where <MI, ••• , u n y is a sequence of new distinct variables for x
and f^LF(S).
The number of decompositions of a clause is finite except the
choice of <MI, ••• , M n >.
Definition 2.14. For an atom P(tlt • • - , tn) where tt is not a variable for
any z, we define a predicate-decomposition operation * of predicate symbol, for
example an atom P(c, f ( t 1 } t2), g(Si, s2)) is rewritten as PCfg(ti, tz, slf s2) introducing a new predicate symbol Pcfg and removing the top level occurrences
of c, f and g. We extend this operation canonically to literals, clauses and
sets of clauses, and the results of decompositions are denoted by L*, C* and S*,
respectively.
This predicate-decomposition operation is only used in combination with decomposition operations as in the following definition.
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Definition 2.15. For a clause C which has n free variables, we define the
expansion Cf of C by Cf = {C£^\l<i^N} where the set Ml^i^N} consists
of all decompositions of C. If C contains no free variable, then CT = {C*}.
For a set S of clauses, the expansion is S* =
For example let S be {{P(f(c, c))}, {-iP(*)}}, then ST is {{Pf(c, c)}, {->PC},
{-•P/Or, 30}}. It is noted that rank(S t )=l, rank(S)^2 and LP(S) and LXS*)
have no common predicate symbol. We use f z t for the repetition of /-times
expansions.
Proposition 2.16. ^4 set S of clauses is unsatisfiable if and only if Sf z's
unsatisfiable. Furthermore if rank(S)^0, then rank (Shrank (S f )+l.
Proof. If rank(S)=0, then S includes a prepositional contradictory instance.
The operation of expansion does not affect this instance. If rank(S)>0, then
there is a contradictory instance Sf of S. For Sf the operation of expansion
clearly keeps the property of nominal contradiction, and decreases the rank by
one.
The converse is also obvious because we can easily recover the contradictory instance of S from the contradictory instance of Sf.
Definition 2.17. Let LP(5)={Pi, • • • , Pn}, and xt be a list of new distinct
variables where the length of xt is the arity of Pt. Let R be a mapping from
{Pi(*i), "•, Pn(-in)} to the set of all sets of clauses where predicates are taken
from LP(S'), R is said to be a transformation from LP(S) to LP(Sf) if no other
variable except the variables in x_t occurs in the set Pl(xi)R of clauses which is
obtained from P^(x^} by mapping R. The set of all transformations is denoted
by (LP(S)-»LP(S')). A transformation fle(Z/P(S)-*LP(S')) is said to be flat if
no other term except the variables in xt occurs in Pl(xi)R. The set of all flat
transformations is denoted by [Z/P(S)—»Z/P(S')]. Pi(xt)R is allowed to be taken
either true, i.e. 0, or false, i.e. {D}, where D is the empty clause.
In the sequel LP(R) denotes the set of all predicates that appears in
{Pi(xx}R P^LP(S)}. It is noted that an atom P(tl9 ••• , tn} is rewritten as

Definition 2.18. Let R be an element of (LP(S)->LP(S')). For an atom
P(ti, ~',tn) where PeLP(S), we define the transformation by R with P(tlf •••*„)*
=P(xl9 • • • ,Xn}R[tllXl'"'tnlXn}. For the negation of atom, we set (~^Pl(t1, • • • , tn))R
=(~P(*i, • • • , x n ) R y t l / X l ' ' " ' t n / X n ] where ~P(xlf • • • , xn)R is the conjunctive normal
form of -i(P(*i, -», XU)R}. -^P(x1} • • • , xn}R is {D} if P(xlf • • • , xn)R=$, and
-^P(xl} •-} xn}R is ^ if P(xl,--,xn}R={n}.
For a clause C={L l f • • • , Ln}
where LlR={Ci,J\j=l, • • • , fet}, C* is {U^Q.^IQ.^CEZ^}. For a set S of
clauses, S* is
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Proposition 28190 The set [_LP(S}-*LP(S')']

is finite.

Proof. The number of atoms In P(xlf • • • , xn)R is finite by the condition of
flatness, and consequently the possible number of literals, clauses, and sets of
clauses are finite. This means that the range of R is finite.
Proposition 2020» // a set S of clauses is unsatisfiable, then SR is also
unsatisfiable and rank (SR)<rank (S).
We postpone the proof of this proposition after Lemma 4.2.
§ So An Unsatisfiability-satisfiability Prover
We define an unsatisfiability-satisfiability prover in this section, and show
its soundness.
Definition 3.1. A set 5' of clauses is a quasi-contraction of a set S of
clauses if and only if for any clause C in S there exists a clause C' in S' and
C'CC. This relation is denoted by S'Z.S.
It is noted that S^S, and this is said to be an identity quasi-contraction.
If S'Z-S then S'CS. Therefore the following proposition is obvious from Proposition 2.12.
Proposition 3.2, // S'/_S, and S is unsatisfiable, then S' is also unsatisfiable
and rank(S')^rank(S).
Definition 3.3. A sequence of sets of clauses <Si, • • • , SZN+I> is said to be a
configuration of S if and only if all the following conditions (l)-(4) are satisfied;
/i\
c _c
{•*•/
*->!—*3 ,
(2) Saw+i^Sai+i', Szi+1/_Szi for any Q<i<N,
(3) Si does not contain a prepositional contradictory set of clauses for any
(4) and there exists no R^lLP(Szj+i)-^Lp(S2i+i}li
any i and / such that i<j<N.

such that Szj+iR>S2i+i for

Proposition 3.4. Let <Si, • • • , SZN+I) be a configuration, if Sj is satisfiable
then for any i<j, St is satis fiable.
Proof.

This is obvious from Propositions 2.16 and 3.20

Definition 3.5. Let <Si, • • • , S 2A r+i> be a configuration such that every quasicontraction is an identity one, and S 2 #+i contains a prepositional contradictory
set of clauses, then this is said to be the contradictory configuration.
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It is noted that the contradictory configuration of S is unique.
The following proposition is obvious from Proposition 2.16.
Proposition 3.6. For a set S of clauses, rank (S) = N if and only if S has
the contradictory configuration with length 2N+1.
Definition* 3.7. Let <5i, • • • , S2N+1y be a configuration. For some K<Nthere
exists an R^[LP(S2N+l)->LP(S2K+1)'] such that S2N+1R^S2K+i tnen tne configuration is said to be a simple satisfactory configuration and S2K+i is said to be a
base^set.
It is noted that if <5i, • • • , S 2 #+i> is a simple satisfactory configuration of
which S 2 ^+i is the base set, then the configuration which have the identity
quasi-contraction from 5 2m -i to S2m for m>K, is also a simple satisfactory
configuration.
Proposition 3.8. // S has a simple satisfactory
satisfiable,

configuration, then S is

Proof. By the definition there is an R^\_LP(SzN+l)-+Lp(S2K+i}~] such that
S2N+iR>S2K+i. If S2K+i is unsatisfiable then rank(S2K+i}^N—K, and by Propositions 2.16 and 3.2, rank(S 2 tf+i)<rank(S 2 x+i), and by Proposition 2.20,
rank(S 2 #+i)^rank(S 2 tf+i). Because this is a contradiction, S2K+i is satisfiable,
and also S is satisfiable by Proposition 3.4.
We give a proof procedure which returns the value SAT or UNSAT for the
input singleton sequence <S> of a set of clauses. It is noted that we treat the
clausal form of negation of a formula, and therefore if the value is UNSAT,
then the original formula is a theorem of the first order logic, and if the value
is SAT, then that is not a theorem.
Function test (Seq: a sequence of sets of clauses): (SAT, UNSAT);
Let Seq be <5i, • • • , S2N+ly.
Step 1: If the prepositional variable part of S2N+1 is unsatisfiable then
return (UNSAT);
Step 2: If for some K<N there is some R^[Lp(S2N+1)-*Lp(S2K+i)~] such
that S2N+lR>S2K+l, then return (SAT);
Let {S 2 tf+i T i, • • • , S2N+ifn} be the set of all quasi-contractions of S2N+l\ and
evaluate test «Si, •••,S2N+i,S2N+i*,S2N+i*i», •••,test«Si, ••• }S2N+ltS2N+l\S2N+^y)
inf parallel;
Step 3: If test«5i, • • • , S2N+1, S2N+l*, S2N+l^} takes the value UNSAT then
return (UNSAT), else if for some i test«Si, • • • , S2^+1, S2N+1^, Sa^Vi)) takes the
value SAT then return (SAT);
end.
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It is noted that at Step 2 the simple subsumption check is effectively computable, and therefore Step 2 is effectively computable, but not efficient,
Proposition 3.9. During the evaluation of test«S», if test(S0#) is called
recursively then Seq is a configuration of S.
Proof. We use the induction on the number of recursive calls of test. For
the first call, <S> is a configuration of S. If test«5i, ••• ,5 2 jv+i, 5 2 ^ + 1 t ,5 2 2v+i t i»
is called in test«5i, •••SW+i», then obviously <5i, • • • , SZN+I, SZN+I*, SZN+I*) is
a configuration of S from the contents of the function test, and by the induction hypothesis.
Theorem 38100 The value of test«S» is UNSAT if and only if S has the
contradictory configuration.
Proof. First we show that if test«Si, • • • , SzN+1y) takes the value UNSAT,
then SZN+I has a contradictory configuration. We use the induction on the
number of recursive calls of test. The procedure returns with the value
UNSAT in two cases. In the first case that SZN+1 includes a propositionally
unsatisfiable subsets, SZN+1 has obviously a contradictory configuration. In the
second case that test«Si, • • • , SZN+l, SZN+S, SZN+i*y} takes the value UNSAT,
SZN+I* has the contradictory configuration <S 2 ^+i f , • • • , SZM+I> by the induction
hypothesis, and hence <S2#+i, SZN+I*, SZN+I*, m~ , SZM+I> *s obviously a contradictory configuration of SZN+INext we show the converse. Let <Si, • • • , SZN+I> be the contradictory configuration, we show that test«Si, • • • , S 2C ^-m)+i» takes the value UNSAT by
the induction on m. If m=Q, then SZN+i includes a propositionally unsatisfiable
set of clauses, so that the procedure obviously returns the value UNSAT on
the step 1. Let m=k+l, then test«Si, • • • , 5 2 c^-*-n+i, SztN-k-u+i*, S 2C ^-*)+i»
where 5 2 C ^-ft-D+i t ='S 2 c^-ft)+i, takes the value UNSAT by the induction hypothesis, and therefore test«5i, • • • , S 2 c#-*-i)+i» obviously takes the value
UNSAT.
Theorem 3.11. The value of test«5» is SAT if and only if S has a simple
satisfactory configuration.
Proof. First we show that if S has a simple satisfactory configuration,
then the value of test«S» is SAT. Let <Si, • • • , SW+i) be a simple satisfactory
configuration of S. By the assumption S is satisfiable, so that test«5i, • • • , S 2t +i»
does not return the value UNSAT for any i^N. We show that test«Si, • • • ,
S 2 c2\r-m)+i» takes the value SAT by the induction on m. If m=0, this is obvious from the definition. Let m=k + l, then test«5i, • • • , S 2 C ^-ft-i)+ii 5 2 C ^-^-i)+i t ,
where S 2CA r-^+iZ.5 2 c^-;fe-i)+i t , takes the value SAT by the induction
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hypothesis and obviously test«Si, • • - , S 2 ctf-fc-i)+i» takes the value SAT on the
step 3.
Next we show the converse. The procedure test returns with the value
SAT in Step 2 or 3, but it is obvious that Step 2 is essential. By Proposition
3.9, 5 has obviously a simple satisfactory configuration.
Theorem 3.10 means the completeness of the procedure test in the sense of
the ordinary theorem proving method.
Definition 3.12. Let <Si, • • • , S2N+1y be a configuration. If for some K<N
there exists an R^{.LP(SzN+i)-*LP(SzK+\)~\ and there exists a set M of clauses
such that it includes S2K+i and M*N-K*R>M, and for any i^N—K, M t i T does
not include a propositional contradictory instance, then the configuration is said
to be an elementary satisfactory configuration by R and M, and M is said to be
a saturated set for SZK+I and R.
Proposition 3.13.
is satisfiable.

// 5 has an elementary satisfactory configuration, then S

Proof. By the similar argument to Proposition 3.8, M is satisfiable. Because
M includes SZK+I, SZK+I is satisfiable. Consequently S is satisfiable from Proposition 3.4.
It is noted that a simple satisfactory configuration is an elementary satisfactory configuration. The following is a modification of a function test to
check the elementary satisfactory configuration of S.
Function test 2 (Seq: a sequence of sets of clauses): (SAT, UNSAT);
Let Seq be <Slf • • • , S2N+1y.
Step 1: If the propositional variable part of S2N+i is unsatisfiable then
return (UNSAT);
Evaluate Step 2 and 3 in parallel.
Step 2: For every K<N and every ^e[LP(S2^+i)->^p(52^+i)], evaluate
QI(SZK+I, SZN+IR, R, N—K) in parallel. If one of them takes the value SAT
then return (SAT);
Let {S 2 jv+i f i, • • • , 5 2 ^+i t 7 l } be the set of all quasi-contractions of S 2 ^+i f , and
evaluate test2«S lf ••• , S2N+l, S2N+S, S 2 ar+i t i», ••• , test2«Si, ••• , SZN+i, S2N+S,
SzN+i\y} in parallel;
Step 3: If test2«S!, • • • , S2N+i, SZN+I", SZN+Q'» takes the value UNSAT
then return (UNSAT), else if test«Si, • • • , SZN+I, S2N+i\ S2N+i\» takes the value
SAT for some i then return (SAT);
end;
Function Qi(5, Sf: sets of clauses, R : a flat transformation, m: integer): (SAT,
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UNSAT);
If S'>S, then return (SAT);
Let {S'i, • • • , S'n} be the set of all quasi-contractions of Sf, and evaluate
Q 2 (SwS'i, R, m), • • • , Qz(S\jS'n, R, m) in parallel;
If QZ(SUS', R, m) takes the value UNSAT then return (UNSAT), else if
Q2(SuSfi, R, in) takes the value SAT for some i then return (SAT);
end;
Function Q2(S: a set of clauses, R: a flat transformation, m: integer): (SAT,
UNSAT);
Variable 5': a set of clauses, i: integer ;

S':=S; i:=0;
While Km do S'=S f ;
If the prepositional variable part of 5' is unsatisfiable then return(UNSAT);
return(Q1(S, S'R, i?, m));
end.
Proposition 3.14, The value of test2«S» is UNSAT if and only if S has
the contradictory configuration.
We omit the proof of Proposition 3.14 because this is almost the same as the
proof of Theorem 3.10 for the function test.
Proposition 3.15* // the value of test 2«S» is SAT, then S has an elementary
satisfactory configuration.
Sketch of proof. We show that if the value of Q^S, S'R, R} K} is SAT,
where S' is a quasi-contraction of S t < f f t which does not include a propositional
contradictory instance, then there is an elementary satisfactory sequence by R
and some M such that ScM. We show this by the induction on the number
of recursive calls of Qlm The first case is that S //e >S holds. In this case we
can obviously take S for a saturated set for S and R. The other case is that
the value of Q2(SuS", R, K} is SAT for some quasi-contraction S" of S'R. If
the value of Q2(SuS", R, K) is SAT, then the value of Qi(SuS*,(SwS*)*, R,K)
is SAT where (S\jS")R does not include propositional contradictory instance.
Hence by the induction hypothesis, there is an elementary satisfactory sequence
by R and some M such that ScSuS"cM.
Proposition 3.16. // S has an elementary satisfactory configuration, then the
value of test2«S» is SAT.
Sketch of proof. Let <51? • • • , SZN+1y be an elementary satisfactory configuration by R^[LP(S2N+i)-*Lp(S2K+i)~]
and M which includes SZK+I. It is
enough to show that the value of dCSz^+i, SzK+1*N-K*R, R, N—K) is SAT.
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A set S' of clauses is said to be strictly simply subsumed by M if for any
clause C in S' which is not a tautology, there exist a clause Cr in M and a
substitution 0 such that C—C'e, and this relation is denoted by S'^M.
We
show that the value of Q^S', SnN~K*R, R, N-K) where ScS' and S'^M, is
SAT. If S' T ^" J5:tfl >S', then there is nothing to prove. Otherwise there is a
clause c^SnN~K^R which is not simply subsumed by Sr. By the assumption
S'*N~K'tRc.M*N'~K*R>M, we can take a quasi-contraction C' of C such that
C'=C//d for some C"eM. Collecting these and tautologies, we can take S"
such that S" is a quasi-contraction of snN~K*R and S*2^Af. The evaluation of
Q2(S'US", #, AT-/O leads to the evaluation of CMS'WS", S'uS' /tJNr -* tf2 , /?, W-/O
by the assumption for M. Hence the fact that the height of set of clauses does
not increase after either a expansion or a flat transformation, and {S' S'2xM
and height(S')<L} is finite for any L except the choice of variables and
ignorance of tautologies, implies Proposition 3.16.
§ 4. Elementary Properties
In this section we show some propositions related to the satisfiability. In
§5 "we show an application of results in this section.
Proposition 4.1. Let C be a clause, 6 be a substitution for C, and e be a
decomposition of C6, then there exist some decomposition e' of C, and a substitution 6f for C£' such that C0£=C£'01 holds.
Proof. Let x be any variable occurring in the terms to be substituted by 0.
We consider three cases on xe.
(1) If XQ—C for a constant c, then we set xs'=c.
(2) If xd=y for a variable, we consider two cases on y* from the definition
of the decomposition.
(2.1) If ys=c for a constant c then we set xs'=c.
(2.2) If y£=f(u1,y, • • • , u n > y ) for a function / and for a new distinct sequence <MI.J,, • • • , un,yy of variables, then we set xs'=f(ui,x, • • • , un,x), and ullXe'
=Ui,y for any i.
(3) If xe=f(t1, • • • , t n ) for a function /, then we set xs'=f(ullX, • • • , un,x\
e
uiiX '—ti for any i.
For example, let C be P(x,y)\/Q(z,f(y,u)} and 0 be
{c/x,v/y,w/ztf(c,x^/u},
and s be {c/v, /(M>I, w^/w, f ( x z , *3)/*i}, then C^ is P(c, v)VQ(w, f(v, f(c, *0))
and C^e is P(c9c)\/Q(f(wl9w^f(cJ(cJ(x^x^\
Let s; be
{c/x9c/yj(z^z^/z,
f(ul}u^/u] and 5' be {u/iM, u;2/z2, cM, /(z2, xj/u2], then C£' is P(c, c)V
0(/Ui, ^2), /(c, /(MI, M 2 ))) and C°'=Ce'0' holds obviously.
It is noted that we can easily see in the proof of Proposition 4.1 that the
height of 0' is less than or equal to the height of 0.
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Lemma 4.2. // a set S of clauses is a nominal contradiction, then SR is a
nominal contradiction.
Proof. By the assumption, S is false under any assignment of truth values
for literal atoms in S. Then if an assignment a of truth values for literal
atoms in SR is given, then we can set the assignment /3 of truth values for
atoms in S by p(P(tlf ••• , tn}}=V(a, P(tlf ••• , tn}R} where V denotes the valuation
of truth values. Under these assignment we can show that F(^, —*A)=
V(a, ~AR\ and V(0, Q=V(a, CR). Because F(£, S) is false for any /3, V(a, SR)
is also false for any a. This implies Lemma 4.2.
For example, let S be {{P(*)}, {-*P(x)}} and P(x)R be Q(x)VR(x), then S*
is {{Q(x),R(x)}9 {-•<?(*)}, {-^R(x)}}.
Proposition 4.3. Let 6 be a substitution for a clause C, then C9R=CRd.
Proof. Let n be {ti/xlt ••• , tk/xk}. For an atom P(tlt ••• , t k ) , we have
P(fi, - , f*)'*=P(fi', - , tke)R=P(xlf - , xk}R*d=P(tlf - , tk)R°. For a negation of atom, -.P(flf - , tj we have, (-«P(f lf - , ^))^-(-Pa/, - , tk°»*=
(~P(xl9 ••• , Xk)*)** =(-*?&, ••- , ^))^. Hence for a clause C={Lx, ••• , Ln}, we
have C (?B ={
Proposition 2.20. By the assumption there are clauses Ci, ••• , CweS,
and substitutions ff l9 ••• , ^ n such that {C/1, ••• , C/7*} is a nominal contradiction. Hence by Lemma 4.2, {C^1, ••• , C re 07i P is a nominal contradiction. By
Proposition 4.3, this can be rewritten {CiR&1, ~- , CnRffn}.
Therefore SR is
unsatisfiable, and rank (S*)<I rank (S).
Roughly speaking, the relation that a clause C is subsumed by some n
clauses in S is kept through operations of quasi-contractions and expansions but
perhaps not through flat transformations. Therefore we introduce the next
definition of a relation, and Propositions 4.5, 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 show that
the relation is kept through each operation.
Definition 4.4. A clause C is pseudo-subsumed by clauses Ci, ••• , Cn in a
set 5 of clauses if there exist some n substitutions 0lf ••• , dn, and some clauses
DI, ••• , Dm in S, and substitutions HI, ••• , xm such that there hold three conditions that {^(ZV1, Q, ••• , <f>(Dm*™, C)} is a nominal contradiction,
and
For example P(x)^P(f(f(f(xyfi)
is (pseudo-subsumed by C1=P(x)'DP(f(xj)
and C,=PU)IDP(/W) where ^^^ = {^4,ff8=W2=i/(/W)/Jc},C,=PWZ)
and w,= {/(x)/x}.
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Proposition 4.5. Let S' Z_S, and a clause C be pseudo-subsumed by clauses
Ci, ••• , Cn in S, then there exist some C'cC and some clauses C/, ••• , Cn' in Sf
and C' is pseudo-subsumed by clauses d', ••• Cnr in S'.
Proof. By the assumption there exist some n substitutions 61} ••• , On, and
some clauses D lf ••• , D m in S, and substitutions KI, ••• , ?r m , and there hold the
three conditions. We take C/, ••• , C n f , and ZV, ••• , J9m' as the result of a quasicontraction of d, ••• , Cn, and Dlf — , Dn respectively. Let Cf be CnUi^A'"*.
The conditions C'cU<=iBCi"*, and {<C/, ^>|f=l, ••• ,H}C{</V, **>l*=l, - ,m}
hold obviously. If L^(D^\ CO then obviously Le/V* and L^C'. On the
other hand if L^Cr then LcC or L£\J<=i m A / 7 r *. But the formula L&\Jl=1mDl'*i
contradict L^Df*. Therefore L&C and this implies that if L^<p(Di'st, CO
then Le0(A ffi , C). That is {^(ZV*1, CO, — , <f>(Dm'*™, CO} is a quasi-contraction of {i&C/V1, O, - , <f>(DnK*, C)}. Hence {00V*1, CO, - , <f>(Dm'**, CO} is
obviously a nominal contradiction.
Proposition 4.6. // a clause C is pseudo-subsumed by clauses Clt ••• , Cn in
S, and a clause C' belongs to Cf, then there exist some C/eC^, ••• , C/eC/,
and C' is pseudo-subsumed by clauses C/, ••• , Cn' in Sf.
Proof. By the assumption there exist some n substitutions 6lf ••• , On, and
some clauses A, ••• , Dm in S, and substitutions x1} ••• , xm, and there hold the
three conditions. From C'eC f , there exists some decomposition e of C, and
C7=C6*. We extend this decomposition for Ui=i m A^. Let the extended decomposition be d. Then {^(D^1, C), ••• , ^(D m 7rm , C)}5 is a nominal contradiction,
C»=C'ClUi=iBCi''*, and {<C,, 0 t >|*=l, - , n}t{<A Oli^l, - , m}'. By Proposition 4.1, there exist some decompositions dl/ and A/ such that C/^Ci51'^'
and Dt^^Dt**'"*'. Let C/ be C/* f , and A' be A;^', then by the substitutions
0i', ••• , On and 7T/, ••• , ^ m ', the required three conditions obviously hold.
For example let P(*)Z>P(/(/(/(jc)))) be pseudo-subsumed by d=P(x)^P(f(x))
and C 2 =P(jc)=)P(/(%)) where ^=^1={^}, 6i=7c2={f(f(x»/x},
C S =PWZ)
P(/W) and 7r.= {/(x)/4. And let C'=Pg(ytePf(f(f(g(ym^C*
where C' is
the result of a decomposition {^(^)/A;}, then C' is pseudo-subsumed by d' =
and Ct'=Pf(y^Pf(f(y»
where 0! = *!= {?/?}, ^ 2 =:r 2 and 7r3-{
Theorem 4.7. // a clause C is pseudo-subsumed by clauses Ci, ••
arcd a c/awse C' belongs to CR, then there exist some d'eCi*, ••• , C
C' is pseudo-subsumed by clauses C/, ••• , Cnf in SR.
Proof. By the assumption there exist some n substitutions 61} ••• , 0n, and
some clauses D lf ••• , D m in S, and substitutions TTI, ••• , n m , and there hold the
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three conditions. Let C be {L1} • • • , L M ] , then by some CL. in L1R, C' is \Ji=iMCLl.
If L** belongs to C for Led, that is, L**=Lj for some/, then LjR=L*iR=LR**,
so that there exists some clause XL^LR such that CLj=XLKi. By the definition
if d is {L illf -,Li. B C »}, then d* is {U.=i BCi) C».,., ( .) d...^^..*}. It is
noted that {<d, ^>|f=l, ••• , n] is included in {<A, a:<>|* = l, • • • , m}. In C 1 R we
choose C/=U s= i 7lc * ) C l , glJ -c«) such that C ilSiJ - Cs) is the above XL^,^ for any s such
that LiiSdi belongs to C. It is obvious that C'C\Ji=i n Ci'** because Cc\Jt=i n Ci**For jDj we use a similar argument but in this case we choose a set A' of clauses.
By the definition if Di = {Li>l} - , Lt.nW], then ZV^U.-i^^.^colCi...^^
Lt.8R}. Hence we take a set Dtf = {]Jg=1n^Ci.8.M\Ci.8tJ(iit^Li.8Rf and if L,./*
belongs to C, then d.s.xo is the above XLu,&}. We show that C' is pseudosubsumed by clauses d', — , Cn' using U«=i m {<A iOIDe/V}. For the first
condition the set of clauses that we have to consider becomes {<fi(DKi, C ' ) \ D ^ D i f }
U ••• \J{(</>(D*m, C'}\D(=Dm'}. To show that this set is a nominal contradiction, it is enough to show that {Us=i ncl) C 1>s , J -c S )|C 1 , s>Ks) eL 1 ,/, and if Li./ 1
belongs to C, then C llSlJ - (s) is ^} \j ••• \J{\Js=inWCm,s,jM\Cm,s,jW^Lm,sR, and
if Lm,s*m belongs to C, then Cm,s,j^ is <j>] is a nominal contradiction. This
set is equal to ^(DiKi> C)RU ••• \J</)(Dm*m, C)R, and is a nominal contradiction by
Lemma 4.2. The last condition obviously holds.
For example let P(*)IDP(/(/(/(*)))) be pseudo-subsumed by d=P(x)^P(f(x))
and C 2 =PW=)P(/W) where «i=^i={^}, »2=^2={/(/W)/^}, C 8 =PW=)
and 7T s ={/(jc)/jc}. Let P(x)R=Ql(x}/\Q2(x)} and let C' be Qi(x)AQ*(x)lD
The clause C7 is the union of {-^Q1(x\ -\Qz(x)} and
which are elements of -^P(x}R^{{-^Ql(x\ -iftW}} and
P(f(f(f(xm*={{Qi(f(f(f(xm},
iOi(/(/(/W)))}} respectively. Then C,' should
be OiU)AQ 2 W^Qi(/W) with 02=*2={/(/(*))/*}, but d' is either QtWA^W
^Pi(/W) with « 1=Wl ={^} or <? 1 WAO,W=)0,(/W)withfl 1 =w 1 = {xA}. We
set Clf=Q1(x)^Q2(x)^Ql(f(x))
with *!=WI={A:A}, and set C/=OiWA^2WZ)
with 0!=^ = {*/*}. The set C s /z ={OiU)A0 2 WDOi(/W), QM/\Q2(x)
))}. Both clauses should be used in the pseudo-subsumption by the
reason in the proof. Therefore we set Cz=Q1(x)/\Q2(x)'DQi(f(x))
with 7T3=
{/(*)/*}, and Csff=Q1(x)AQ2(x)^Q2(f(x)')
with ^8 = {/U)/^}- By these clauses
d', C/, C2', C3', C3X/ and substitutions jclt 7clf x2, 7T3, ;r3, C' is pseudo subsumed
by Ci' and C2'.
It is noted that in the above theorem the substitution does not change.
Definition 408. A set S of clauses is regular if and only if S has a simple
satisfactory configuration <Si, ••• , S 2 ^+i> such that its base set is S.
Proposition 4J0 Let Sm, n be the set of all clauses which is pseudo-subsumed
by some n clauses in S where the height of Oi is less than or equal to m, then
Sm,n is afiniteset.
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Proof. The number of clauses in S is finite and the number of sets of
clauses consisting of n clauses of S is finite. Also if height is limited, then
instantiations of d are essentially finite, and a pseudo-subsumed clause is constructed from those literals occurring in each instantiation of C%. From these
Proposition 4.9 is obvious.
It is noted that SdSm,n and Sm,ndSm>.n' if m<mf and n<ri'.
Proposition 4.10. // S is a regular set of clauses, then for any m and n,
Sm,n is regular.
Proof. By the assumption there exists a simple satisfactory configuration
<5i, • • • , S 2 , v+ i> such that Si=S and S2N+1R^S. By Proposition 4.5, if S 2l+1 is a
quasi-contraction of S2l and S'C.(S2i)m,n, then there is a quasi-contraction S" of
S' which is a subset of (S2i+l)m,n. By Proposition 4.6, if S 2 ci+n is an expansion
of S2i+1 and S'C(S 2i+1 )m.n, then S' T C(S«) TO . n . By Theorem 4.7, if S'd(S2N+1}m,n,
then S'Rc:(SiN+1R)m,n. This completes the proof.
For the function test 2 we have following propositions.
Proposition 4.11. // a set S of clauses is regular by a flat transformation
R and S'dS, and LP(R)c:LP(S'), then the value of test2«S'» is SAT.
Proof. By the assumption there exists a simple satisfactory configuration
<SX, • • • , S2N+1y such that S,=S and S2N+1R>S. Because <S', S', S n , • • • , S' t A r t >
makes an elementary satisfactory configuration of S' by R and S, the value of
test2«S'» is SAT.
Theorem 4.12. // a set S of clauses is regulaa by a flat transformation
R, Sf is subsumed by S, and LP(R)dLP(Sf), then the value of test 2«S'» is SAT.
Proof. By the assumption it is obvious that there exists some Sm>n such
that for some quasi-contraction S" of S', S*cSm.B. Hence S" has an elementary
satisfactory configuration <S", S", S' /f , • • • , S"*N*> by R and Sm,n as the proof
of Proposition 4.11. If we define R*^[LP(S'n*f+l*)-»Lp(Sff*)']
by P(x)6*R* =
eR
N
+lt
P(x) *, then <S", S", S*', • • • , S"* *, S"^ > is an elementary satisfactory configuration by R* and S m ,^ t . Hence the value of test2«S'» is SAT.
It is noted that in Theorem 4.2, S can be considered an open axiom of a
theory, and therefore Theorem 4.2 means that if S is regular, a set S' is provable from S and all predicates of S occur in S', then the value of test 2 (SO
is SAT.
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§ 5. An Equality Theory of Herbrand Universe
Let S be a set of clauses such that LP(S)={E}, Lc(S)={c},
LF(S)={f}
where E and / are binary. We define an interpretation I= to the Herbrand
universe of S setting that E1 is the equality relation of Herbrand terms, cl is
c itself, f1 is canonical that is /7(s, t)=f(s, t). We show in this section that if
S is true under the interpretation J=, that is, any clause in 5 is true for
arbitrary assignment of Herbrand terms for variables, then test2«5» takes
the value SAT.
Proposition 5.1.
A set E={E(x, x\ E(x9 y}~DE(y, x\ E(x, y)/\E(y, z)Z)
E(x, z), E(x, u)/\E(y, v^E(f(xf y\ f ( u , v)), E(f(x, y\ f ( u , v»1)E(x, u)/\E(y, v),
-i£(c, f(x, jO)} is regular.
Proof, The set J5T is {Ecc, £//(*i, *2, *i, *z), ECC~DECC, Eef(y
Efc(xi, x z ) 1 ) E e f ( x i , xz}, Eff(x1} x 2 , yi, X z ) a E f f ( y i , y z , *i, x2), •••
(y\> 3^2)) }. Let R be a flat transformation from LP(Ef) to LP(E) such that ECCR
is true, Ecj(x, y)R is false, Efc(x, y)R is false, and E f f ( x , y, u, v)R is E(x, u)/\
E(y} v) respectively. By simple computation we can ascertain that
The set E of clauses may be considered as a basic theory of the equality
in Herbrand universe, and is true under J=. We fix the flat transformation R
in this section as one in the proof of Proposition 5.1. Let S be a set of clauses
which has only one predicate E, and is true under /=. If S is subsumed by E,
then we have the result required in this section by Theorem 4.12 and Propsition 5.1, but this does not hold. Therefore we consider to extend E adding
other true clauses so that any true set of clauses is subsumed. For example,
let us consider E\J {—\E(x, f ( x , y))} , then we have EfR^j{-^E(x1} f(xl} *2))V
-n£(*2, c}, -lEU, /(*!, *2))V-n£(*2, /(^i,^))}. Hence the set E\j{-^E(x, f(x,y))}
is also regular. Generalizing this we introduce the following definition and
proposition.
Definition 5.20 An atom E(x, f(tlf £ 2 )) is said to be self contained if and
only if x has at least one occurrence in t1 or tz.
Let En be the
and height (A)<n}3
under J= because
means xe^f(t1} tz}°

set of clauses such that {-i^4|y4 is a self contained atom,
and Eoo is E\J\Ji=~En. It is noted that —iA in En is true
for any substitution 0, height (;^)< height (/(£i, tz}6) that
.

Proposition 5.3. The set E\jEn of clauses is regular by R.
Proof.

Let ~~^E(xf f(t1} tz})^En.

If s is a decomposition such that x£=c,
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then (-.£(*, f(t1} «))£ is (-i£(c, /&', tm and (-i£(c, /&', £2£)))* is -i£ c /tfi f , £ 2 e ).
Hence (—>£ c /(£i £ , £2S))^ is true. Otherwise if £ is a decomposition such that
*f=/(*i, *s), then (-i£(x, /(^, f a )))' is -iE(/(xlf *2), /(f/, ^£)). Hence (-E(f(x1} xa),
f(ti£,t2£WR is -«£(jc 1 ,^ s )V-'£U2, V). By the assumption E(xl)t1E) or E(x2,t2£)
is self contained and have the height less than or equal to n, and therefore it
is contained in !£„.
Propositions 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6 are preparations for Theorem 5.9 which shows
that any clause true under 7= is subsumed by E^.
Proposition 5.4. Let 0 be an identity substitution except xe~t, then E(x, t)
/\E(Si0, s2*)Z)E(si, s2) zs subsumed by E.
Proof. First we show £(*, t}1)E(sd, s) by the induction on the height of
the term s. For height 1, if s=c then E(x, t)IDE(c, c) is obvious, if s=y and
x^y, then E(x, t)1)E(y, y} is obvious, if s=x then E(x, i)nE(t, x) is the symmetry axiom. For s=f(tlf tz), we can assume E(x, t)HE(tid, tj and E(x, t)I3
E(t2d, t2) as the induction hypothesis, and E(tie, t1)/\E(tz9, t2)^E(f(tl0t t z 6 } , f(tlf t2)}
is an instantiation of E(x, u)/\E(y, v)l)E(f(x, y), f ( u , v)), and therefore we have
easily the required formula. Next, because we have shown that E(x, t)nE(si0, s^
and E(x, t)IDE(szet s2), we have easily E(x, f ) / \ E ( s i 0 , s29')-DE(s1) s2) using the
transitive and the symmetry axioms in E.
Proposition 5.5. Let 6 be an identity substitution except xe = t, then E(x, t)
/\-iE(s!0f s2e}l^-^E(s1} sz) is subsumed by E.
Proof. The given formula is actually —*E(x, t}VE(s1df s2G}y-^E(s1} s2) in
the clausal form. The given clause is rewritten as E(xtt)/\E(slts2)1^E(si0tSz0).
In the proof of Proposition 5.4, we have shown E(x, t)lDE(sd, s), so that E(x, f)
13E(s, s6). The given clause is easily subsumed by E.
Proposition 5.6. Let 0 be an identity substitution except xe = t, and C—
LiV ••• VL n , then E(x, OAL/^C is subsumed by E for any i.
Proof. By Propositions 5.3 and 5.4, we have E(x, t}/\Llel3Li, and therefore
Proposition 5.6 is obvious.
Roughly speaking by Proposition 5.6 we have that E(x, f)/\CdaC
sumed by E.

is sub-

Definition 5.7. An atom A is said to be normal if and only if either (1)
A is of the form E(x, t) such that x does not occur in t, or (2) A is of the form
E(s, t) such that t does not contain any variable, and height(s)<height(0 if
neither s nor t contains variables. A clause C is said to be normal if and only
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if C does not contain the negation symbol and any atom is normal.
Lemma 5.8.

Any normal clause C is false under the interpretation I=.

Proof. We use the induction on the number of variables occurring in C.
If C does not contain any variable then any atom is of the form E(s, 0 such
that s, t are Herbrand terms. Hence by the definition of the normal clause, C
is obviously false under J=. Let Cj>] be a clause which contains a variable z
and let u be a Herbrand term such that height (u}>height (C). We show that
C[u/z~] is converted to a normal clause C' not changing the truth value and the
number of variables. If A^C is of the form E(x, t) such that x is distinct
from z, then E(x, t}[u/z~] obviously satisfies the condition of normal atoms. If
E(z, f)eC, then E(z, t)[u/z~] is E(u, t) and this is converted to E(t, u). This
conversion does not change the truth value and the number of variables, and
height (0< height (u) by the choice of u. If E(s, t) is an atom of C which satisfies
the last condition of normal atom and contains the variable z, then E(s, t)[u/z]
is E(s[_u/z], t). If s[u/z] contains another variable then E(s[u/z], t} is normal,
else E(t, s[u/z}} is normal.
Theorem 5.9* // a clause C which consists of only one predicate symbol E is
true under /=, then C is subsumed by E^.
Proof. We show by the induction on the number of variables occurring in
C and the sum of heights of terms in C. If C=E(f(sl9 tj, /(s2, £ 2 ))V£ is true
under J=, then C'=E(slf s 2 )V£ and C//=E(t1J t2)VD are both true under J=, and
the sum of heights of terms reduces. If Cf and C" are subsumed by E^ then
C is obviously subsumed by E«>. If C——^E(f(sl, ti), /(s2, J 2 ))VD is true under
/=, then C7=—i£(si, s 2 )V—'£(£1, £ 2 )VD is true under J=, and the sum of heights
of terms reduces. If C' is subsumed by E^ then C is obviously subsumed by
JE». By the above two facts we can assume that if an atom E(s, 0 is contained in C, then height (s) or height (t) is 1. Furthermore by the similar argument we can assume that height (s) is 1.
We consider an atom of the form E(c, f ( t l 9 U}}. If C=E(c, f(tlf tz}}\/D is
true under J=, then D is true under I=, and the sum of heights of terms reduces.
If D is subsumed by EM then C is obviously subsumed by E^. A clause of the
form —iE(c, f ( t l t tz))VD is true under J=, and ~^E(c, f(tlf tz)) is subsumed by E*>
so that -^E(c, f(tlf t2}}\/D is subsumed by E^.
We consider an atom of the form E(x, f(t1} ^)) such that x occurs in tl or
tz. This is a self contained atom, so can be treated by a similar argument as
above. For atoms of the form E(x, x) or E(c, c), we can treat similarly.
Hence we can assume that any atom in C is of the form E(x, t) such that
t does not contain x. If C contains a literal —iE(x, t) such that t does not contain x, then C can be rewritten as E(x, f)~DD[x~\.
Therefore D[tfx~] is true
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under J=) and subsumed by E^ by the induction hypothesis. By Proposition 5.6
and the fact that D[t/x] subsumed by Eoo, E(x, t}nD\_x] is subsumed by /£».
If C does not contain a negation symbol, then C is a normal clause, and false
under 7= by Lemma 5.8.
Theorem 5.10. // a set S of clauses such that LP(S)={E}, Lc(S)={c} and
LF(S)={f}
where E and f are binary is true under the interpretation /=, then
test2«S» takes the value SAT.
Proof. By Theorem 5.9, S is subsumed by E^. Therefore S is subsumed
by some E\jEn by the compactness. The set E\jEn of clauses is regular.
Hence by Theorem 4.12, test2«S» takes the value SAT.
For example we consider a set S of clauses [E(x, x), ~^E(x} f ( y , c))V
—*E(y, f(x, c))} which is true under J=. We set Si=S.
The set S2=SS is {EeC9Efff(xl9x29xl9x2)9 -iEcf(c,c)V-^Eef(c,c),
-^Ecf(f(yl9y2\c)
V-iE//?!, y2, c,c), -^Eff(xlfx2,c,c)\/-^ECf(f(xlfx2}f
c\ - i E f f ( x l 9 x 2 , f ( y l 9 yz), c)V
-^Eff(yl9y29f(xl9x2}9c)}.
Then S2R becomes Ss = {E(x,x),-*E(xlf f(ylf y2»V
—iE(x2, c)V~^E(y1} f(xi, x2))V—iE(yz, c)}. We take a quasi-contraction S4 of SiUS3
such that St=S1V{-^E(x,f(y,vVV-iE(y,f(x,uV}.
The set S B =S 4 T is S2U
{-i£c/(c,c)V-«Ee/(c,c),-i£c/(c, M,va)) V~iE c f (c, c), • • • , - , E f f ( x l 9 x 2 , f(yl9
V->£//(^i, 3>2, /fe, x2), c), —iEff(xl9
^ 2 ,/(ji,3 ; 2),c)V-^^//(3 ; i,3 ; 2,/fe,^2
-iEff(xl9 x2, f(ylf y2)9 f(vlf v^/\-^Eff(yl9 y2} f(x1} xz), f(ul9 u2}}}. Then S5R becomes S6=S3U{-iEfc, /(^, ^))V-^£fe, f(vl9 v2))V-iE(ylt f(xl9 x2))V-iE(y2t c\
E(xl9 f ( y l 9 y2))\/-iE(x2, c)\/-*E(yl9 f ( x l 9 x2»V-.E(y2t f(u1} uz}\ E(xl9 f ( y l 9 yz)}V
-iE(x2f f(v1} v2y)V-^E(yl9 f(xlf J 2 ))V-*E(y 29 f(ulf uz))}. It is obvious that S4<S6.
Therefore <Si, Si, S2> is an elementary satisfactory configuration by R and a
saturated set S4.
The conditions Lc(S}={c} and LF(S)={f} are only for the sake of brevity,
and the case that S has other constants and functions can be treated by the
similar arguments to those in this section.
§ 6. The Sets of Clauses Satisfiable in Finite Domain
In this section we show that if a set S of clauses is satisfiable under an
interpretation / with finite domain D, then test2«S» takes the value SAT.
We consider a property of the occurrence of a variable. Let x° be an occurrence of a variable x in a literal, then the level of x° is defined as usual and is
denoted by level (*°).
Definition 6.1. A variable x occurs at level 1 in x itself, and if x occurs
at level n in term t, then the occurrence has level n+1 in term f(sl9 t, s2) and
has level n in literal P(SI, t, s2) or —iP(si, f, s2). The level of *° in a clause or
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set of clauses is defined by that for the literal in which x° occurs,,
With respect to a configuration the ancestor and descendant relation between variables is defined as follows.
Definition 6,2, For a variable x and a decomposition operation {f(y)/x, • • • } ,
each variable in y is said to be a child of x. For either of a predicate decomposition, a quasi-contraction or a flat transformation, the child of x is x
itself if it remains in the result of the operation. The descendants of a variable
is defined as usual.
Proposition 6 a 3« // a variable x occurs at level n, any descendant variable
of x also occurs at the same level n after either of a expansion, a quasi-contraction or a flat transformation.
Proof. For the expansion, the operation is divided in two parts. One is
the decomposition and this operation increases the level by one, the other is the
predicate decomposition and this decreases that by one. The quasi-contraction
and the flat transformation do not change the level of occurrence except that
these may erase the occurrence.
For example let C be P(x, f(y)), and C' be Pcf(f(yJ)^C*
where C' is the
result of a decomposition {c/x, f ( y ^ / y ] , the child of x does not occur in C' and
the child yl of y has the same level 2 as that of y.
Definition 6.4. Let XQ and yQ be two occurrences of variables in a clause
C, and X={ height (s)— l|s contains both x° and 3;° where s is a term in C} then
the distance between XQ and y° which is denoted by dc(x°, yQ) is defined by
dc(x°, y)=minimum X if X is not empty and otherwise infinite.
Proposition 6.5. Let x° and yQ be occurrences of variables in a clause C such
that level (*°)>1, then the distance between two children of x° in Cf is 1, and for
a child x'° of x° and a child y'Q of y\ dct(x'°, /°) is dc(x°, /)+! */ dci(x'°, /°)
is finite.
Proof. Let 0 = {f(x)/x, •••} be a decomposition operation for x, and if level
U°)>1, then x00 remains unchanged through predicate decomposition operations.
Let sd be the minimum height term which contains both xfQ and y'°, then s is
the term of the minimum height that contains both occurrences x° and y°.
For example let C be P(c,f(f(x,y\c)\
and Cf be Pc/(/(/(xlf xa),
eC where C' is the result of a decomposition {f(xlf x2)/x, f(ylf yz)/y}, then
dC'(xi, xz) is 1 by f(xlf xz), and dc>(xl9 y^ is 2 by f(f(xl9 xz}, f(y1} y^} where
dc(x, y} is 1 by f(x, y}.
f
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Proposition 6.6. Let m — height (S), then after at least m expansions, any
term becomes a substitution instance of some variable.
Proof. Any term t of height (f)<i in S T f t which contains at least one
variable, is a substitution instance of some variable which is the height (0-th
ancestor of that variable because of Proposition 6.5. The originally constant
term goes to a predicate symbol and disappears after m expansions as a term.
Proposition 6.7. Let m be height(S). In each term of S t r i t (n^m), the level
of the occurrences of variables are the same. It two terms of S T n t have occurrences of the same variable, then one term has the occurrence of the other as its
subterm.
Proof. In the substitution instance for a variable of composition of decomposition substitutions, any variable occurs at the same level. And if two
terms have occurrences of the same variable, then the two variables corresponding these terms are in the relation of ancestor and descendant. This means
that one term includes the other.
For example let S be [ P ( x , f ( f ( x , y ) , f ( y , c ) ) ) } ,
and C be P//,/ c //,/ c //Uiii, ^112,
ttf
/(/Uni, *m), c), c, /(/(jVin, jVna), c), c)eS
where C" is the result of a repetition {f(xlfx2}/xff(yl9y2)/y}f
{f(xntx12)/xlfc/x2tf(yllty12)/ylfc/y2}
and {f(xin,XnJ
/*n, c/x12, f(ym, 3^112)7^11, c/ylz\ of decompositions, and predicate decompositions.
For Proposition 6.6, it is enough to consider two terms /(/fen, #112), c),
f ( f ( y \ n , 3^12), c) which are substitution instances of Xi and yl respectively. For
Proposition 6.7, the variable Xm has two occurrences with different level in C',
but they are not in the same term.
It is noted that if there is an interpretation / of a set S of clauses, then /
can be canonically extended to any Sm, that is, if P/i....,/n(#i, ••• , xn) is the
decomposed predicate for P ( f l ( x l ) , ••• , /»(*»)), then we set P/i,...,/ n / (di, ••• , d n )
=P / (/ 1 / (di), - , fn'(d „)).
Definition 6.8. For ^e(L F (S tAt )->L P (S)), and an interpretation /of S, R is
said to be compatible with 7 if and only if for any atom ^4eS t A t it holds that
AI=(AR)1.
Definition 6.9. A transformation R^(LP(S^k*)^LP(S)), is said to be pseudo
flat if and only if any variable occurs at top level in P(x)R for any
Definition 6.10. Let <S X , ••• , S 2 #+i> be a configuration. This is said to be
a pseudo elementary satisfactory configuration if it satisfies the following conditions :
(1) For some K<N, there exists a pseudo flat transformation R^(LP(S2N+1)
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(2) There exists a set S2K+i' of clauses such that it includes S2K+1 and I.
satisfies S2K+1^N-K^R>S2K+lf.
Proposition 6.11. // S has a pseudo elementary satisfactory
then S has an elementary satisfactory configuration.

configuration,

Proof. Let <Si, ••• , S2N+1y be a pseudo elementary satisfactory sequence
and /?e(S f * T ->S) be a pseudo flat transformation such that S2K+inN~K^R>S2K+1f.
We put S 2 tf + 2=S 2 tf +3 =Saar + i t , and define R^(LP(S2N+3)-*LP(S2K+^ by P(x)B*R*
=P(x)6R*. Then obviously ^f is a pseudo flat transformation and the height
of constants decreases by one. Further, SZK+I'*^N~K*R>S2K+if* and S2K+3 is
obviously included in S2K+in- Hence Proposition 6.11 is obvious.
Definition 6.12. A pseudo flat transformation R is said to be pseudo monadic
if any atom in P(x)R has at most one occurrence of variable.
Definition 6.13. Two terms in a clause are said to have the property A if
they satisfy the condition that if each has an occurrence of the same variable
then one has an occurrence of the other as its subterm. For the latter case we
say that one includes the other. A clause is said to have the property A if
every pair of terms has the property A.
Proposition 6.14. // S has the property A, then both ST and SR have the
property A where R is a pseudo flat transformation.
Proof. For S\ if s'es^* and tf&°* have the occurrences of the same
variable then by the definition of a decomposition s and t have the occurrences
of the same variable, and therefore we can assume that s includes t. If s has
an occurrence of t as its proper subterm, then obviously s' has an occurrence
of t' as its proper subterm, and if s=t, then obviously s'=t'. For the transformation R, the terms in SR also appear in 5 except constant terms.
Proposition 6.15. For a set S of clauses, if there is an interpretation I of
S which satisfies S, and there is a pseudo flat transformation R^(LP(S^kJt)-+
Lp(S)) which is compatible with I and pseudo monadic, then test 2 «S» takes the
value SAT.
Proof. It is enough to show that S has a pseudo elementary satisfactory
configuration. A clause C is said to be elementary true if it is true under the
interpretation /, it has the property A, and each literal in C has at most one
argument with variable occurrences. Let Sm be the set of all elementary true
clauses C of L(S) such that height (C)5jm and no proper subset of C is true.
It is obvious that Sm is finite, because any variable in C should also occur in a
term by the property A. Let m>max (height (R), height (S)), then obviously
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by Proposition 6.14. Let A0 and B0 be S, An+l be An***RvS and
Bn+1 be Bn*k*R, then y4 m =5 0 U ••• U5m is subsumed by Am\jSm because if Km
then Bi is included in Am, and 5m is subsumed by Sm by Proposition 6.7 and
by the fact that R is pseudo monadic. Hence obviously (A TO U>S m ) t * t72 >(^4 m U^ m )
and ScC4mUSJ. For any z, CA m WS TO ) m/z does not contain a prepositional
contradictory instance because this set is true under the interpretation /. This
means that S has a pseudo elementary satisfactory configuration.
Let S be a
domain D of a
interpreted by
we can restrict
smallest height

set of clauses which is satisfiable by some interpretation / with
finite number N elements. Any term in Herbrand universe is
/ as an element of D. If this correspondence is not onto then
it to the image of I. I~l(d) denotes a Herbrand term with the
among the Herbrand terms interpreted by /as d^D.

Definition 6.16. Let <rf, d'y be a pair of elements of D, and let d designate
either —i or empty, then K<d,d'>(x) denotes dP(tlf x, |2) where PeLP(S), tt is a
sequence of inverse images of a sequence dt of elements of D, dPJ(dlf d, d2) is
true, dPI(dl, d' , dz) is false, and if there is no such P I ( d l y x, dz) then ic<dld')(x)
denotes true.
Definition 6.17. For d^D, 2d(x) denotes Ad'e/j£<d,d'>00.
Proposition 6.18. Any predicate PeLp(S) is represented by P(x1} ••• , xn) =
diAdi(xi), that is, this formula is true under the interpretation I.
Proof. For <dj, ••• , d w >eP' if Oi, ••• , O is a sequence such that 2dir(et)
holds for any z, then obviously Pr(e1} dz, ••• , dn) is true and so on. Hence
Pr(ei, ••- , en) is true.
The predicate AdT is a subset of D which contains d, so that </^/, ••• ,/^ 7 >
is an element of finite set DN .
Theorem 6.19. // a set S of clauses is satisfiable under an interpretation I
with finite domain D, then test2«S» takes the value SAT.
Proof. There is a sequence C^/, •••/^ j /> for each Sm, and consequently
for some i<j these coincide. From 5 t j t to Sm there is a canonical pseudo
flat transformation R such that P^(xl9 ••• , *„)*= V<d 1 ,..,d B > e ptit/ /\di*di(xi)
where P^LP(S^jf) and %d is that of Sm. This transformation is pseudo monadic
and compatible with / from the construction. Therefore by Proposition 6.15
we have our theorem.
For example we consider a formula [V%(P(.r)Z)
P(f(f(f (*)))))] =) Vx(~iP(z)). This formula is false in a domain^ which have at
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least three elements. We fix an interpretation / with la domain B={d0f dlf d2},
and set fI(dl)=dJ where j=i+l mod 3, and PT(x) is true if and only if x=dQa
The given formula is false under this interpretation.
The clausal form becomes S1={P(x)^-^P(f(x))f
P(x)^P(f(f(f(xW9
P(c)}.
The interpretation I can be extended to Si setting cr=dQ. The set Si is obviously true under this interpretation I, The set Si has only one monadic
predicate P, and it is obvious that AdQ(x)=P(x), ldl(x)~—^P(x), and Xdz(x)=
The expansion of S, is S2={Pc=D-iP/(c), P/WlD-iP/C/U)), PeZ)P/(/(/(c)))f
P/(*)DP/(/(/(/(*)))), Pc}- We take a quasi-contraction S3 of S2 such that S3=
(Pc, -.P/(c), PX/C/M)), PX*)I3-iPX/(*)), P/W=)PX/(/(/W)))}. For S3, it is
obvious that ^ do (jc)=— iP/W, yldl(*)=PX*X and 2d2(x')=-^Pf(x').
The meaning of
them under the interpretation differ from those of Si.
The expansion of S3 is S4={PCI -«P/c, P/X/to), P/dD^P//^), P//U)Z)
•^P//(/W),P/cI3P//(/(/(c))),P//W=)P//(/(/(/W)))}. We take a contraction
S6 of S4, such that S5={PC, -iP/c, P//(/(c)), P//(*):D-«P//(/(*)), P/X*)=>
P/X/(/(/to)))}- For S5 it is obvious that ^(x)=-iPff(x\ l A l (x) = -iPff(x)9 and
Adz(x)=Pff(x).
The meaning of them differ from those of Si and S3.
The expansion of S5 is S6={PC, -«P/e, P///(c), P// c Z>-iP//X/(<0). P///MID
^Pfff(fW\Pffc^Pfff(f(f(f(^
We set S7=S6.
For S7, it is obvious that ^0(*)=P///(*), ^d 1 U)=-«P///W, and
^dz(x)=—-Pfff(x).
The meaning of them coincide with those of Si. Therefore we can set a flat
transformation 7? from LP(S5) to LP(S5) such that P/ff(x)R=P(x), Pc=true,
P /c =false, P //c =false. The set S7^ is {P(c), P(x)Z)-iP(/W), PW=)P(/(/(/W)))}
and equals to Si.
§7. Discussions
We have presented an unsatisfiability-satisfiability prover for the first order
logic. This procedure terminates for theorems of first order logic by the well
known fact. This property is the completeness in ordinary sense for theorem
provers. Our main purpose in this paper is the treatment of non-theorems, and
we have shown two classes for which the procedure terminates. One is shown
in § 6 that is the class of formulas whose clausal form is satisfiable in some
finite domain. Hence for the class of formulas whose decidability is shown by
the reduction to finite domain, for example the class of formulas whose every
predicate is monadic, the procedure works as a decision procedure. That is if
a given formula is a theorem then the procedure detects it by the reason that
it is a theorem, and if given one is not a theorem, this means that the formula
is false in some finite domain. Consequently the procedure detects it by the
result in §6.
The other is shown in § 5 that is the class of sets of clauses which is
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satisfiable in a simple Herbrand Universe theory. This class is not so interesting in the current status, but at least it is not included in the class in the
§ 6, for example the set E of clauses in § 5 is not satisfiable in any finite
domain.
For the future investigation for the effort to widen the detection of the
satisfiability, there may be needed more techniques, and the target will be the
extension of the results in § 5.
We paid no effort on the optimization of the procedure in this paper. But
of course this is important for the implementations, for example tautologies
should be removed at once, and some propositional calculus of predicate variables can be permitted in configuration construction. The operations of quasicontractions are perhaps necessary, but this necessity is not shown in this
paper. Also the difference between the elementary satisfactory configuration
and the simple satisfactory configuration is not shown in this paper. The
compatibility of the procedure with the resolution is not clear. Therefore
improvement of efficiency in this direction may need some efforts.
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